
THE WILD WEST NOTES 
 

 

SIX WAYS THE WEST WAS SETTLED 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

 

WHY DID PEOPLE GO WEST? 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

 

FACT OR FICTION 

 
1. The first cowboys were ___________________ whose costume were taken over by Anglos—_______________? 

2. Ranch life was _______________—long hours difficult work—most ________________ were young—didn’t drink and gamble every night.  No 

_________________on ranches.  __________________. 
3. _________________________were long, hard—though there was great celebration afterwards.  _________________________. 

4. Good guys always wear _______________________all the time!___________________. 

5. Bad guys did always wear ______________________. ___________________________. 
6. ____________________was only done by Whites and in Mining towns there was no__________________.  _________________________. 

7. Most Cowboys didn’t carry ____________________—were not fearless—and were not ______________________.  

_____________________________. 
8. The ________________________and _______________________ were just as bad as the bad guys only legal in most cases.  

______________________________. 

9. ______________________novels and ________________________shows were not that popular.  _______________________. 
10. There was no_______________________________but you didn’t hear much about them.  ________________________. 

11. Cowboys didn’t fight _________________________all the time. ______________________ 

12. Cowboys used to _______________ to the cattle and tell __________________ tales.  ___________________________. 
13. The most famous gunslinger aka fastest draw was _______________________________who killed 1000 men. _____________________________. 

14. ________________________________used to have to dance with each other since there was few woman in the ______________________.  

____________________________. 
15. Most gunfights were when people shot each other in the__________________________. ___________________________. 

 

MORE WEST NOTES 

 
16.  The ______________________________________1862.  Turned over _________________________acres of land over to the public 

 

Requirements 

 
17.  _________________had to be head of household 

18.  At least ______________ years old 

19.  _______________________________ – farm and maintain the land for 5 years 
20.  Fee required - __________________________ 

 

Who is going? 

 
21.  Newly arrived ____________________________ 

22.  Newly freed _____________________________ 

23.  Single _________________________ 

 

Transcontinental RR 

 
24.  _____________________—____________________________________ Invents the Steam Engine 
 

25.  ________________________________________________—His Idea take a RR through Donner Summit  

 
 

26.  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     - Authorized the Union Pacific RR to meet with the _____________________________________________________(Sacramento) 
 -The Central Pacific Railroad relied heavily on _______________________________________________________________labor 

 -The_________________________________________________________relied heavily on_________________immigrant labor. 

Name:_____________________________ 

Date:___________ 
Period:_________ 



Big Four 

 
26.  ______________________________________, _______________________________________, 

_________________________________________________ and ________________________________________, better known to history as the 

"_____________________________," were instrumental in building the ________________________________________________and 
developing California's railroad system  

 

BIG FOUR (Rath, McGuire, Hasty and McDowell) got rich by: 
27. _____________________________________________________ 

28. _____________________________________________________ 

29. _____________________________________________________ 
 

 
Railroad workers  

 

30.  A worker describing railroad workers as,  
   “a crowd of _____________________________________________and federal soldiers, muleskinners, Mexicans, 

___________________________________________________, bushwackers, and________________________________________.” 

 

The Golden Spike 

 
31.  _______________________________________________, 1869 in Promontory Utah the transcontinental railroad is complete.. 

32.  Leland Stanford___________________________________________________________, drove a golden spike, symbolically uniting the railroads.   

33. A telegraph informed the nation “________________________________________________________!”  

 

Indian Facts 
          1.   Indians in most cases were just and _____________________________________________as  

                 made out by T.V. 

2. Did you know that over ____________________- treaties have been made with different Indians in the United States and they all have been 
_________________________. 

3. __________________________ applied to Indians as well 

4. Did you know that _______________ men won the Medal of Honor in the massacre at______________________. 
5. The ________________________nation in an attempt to keep their land adopted “__________________traditions—religion, clothes and live in 

houses in order to keep their land and were still lead off their land in the_________________________.” 

 

Some of the Indian Wars 
1. _____________________________—1864—nearly 200 men, women and children are killed. 

2. _____________________________ (Now Oklahoma)—1868—Custer's Calvary attacks at dawn killing over 100 men, woman, and children.. 

3. ____________________________________________—1876—This is when __________________was killed— “_______________________ 
Last Stand”  ________________________________________ escapes to Canada 

4. Sitting Bull is murdered in a crack down against the ____________________________________________________ 

5. __________________________________________—1890--Lakota Chief Big Foot and 350 of his followers are murdered   
 
Government Boarding Schools and the __________________________________. 
“__________________________________________________________________”  What does that Quote mean, explain. 

 
Meantime….in New York 

1. Summer of 1869 construction on the Brooklyn (forget about it!!) ___________________________________________________ starts. 
2. _________________________________________________________ begins publishing cartoons in Harper’s Weekly. 

 

 

Movie Clip Questions 

 

 


